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The two most iconic computer pioneers

John von Neumann (1903-57) Alan Turing (1912-54)



von Neumann - from theory to practice

Cellular automata (1940s) von Neumann architecture (1945)

Ballistic Research Laboratory (BRL), Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD

ENIAC: Electronic Numerical Integrator and Computer (1946)



Proc. of the London Math. Soc. 
Series 2, 42 (1936), pp 230–265

Turing Machine (1936)

Manchester Mark I (1949)

Turing - from theory to practice



A SHOCK: The Four Color Theorem (1976)

Illinois J. Math. 21 (1977), 429-490

1852, Francis Guthrie asked: Can every possible map be colored using at most 4 

colors?

[PART II: Reducibility, pp.491-567]

A four coloring of the United States

K. Appel & W. Haken

1976, proved by Kenneth 

Appel and Wolfgang Haken 

Proof made essential use 
of a computer to check 
1,476 special map 
configurations



The AMS Notices “Computers and Mathematics” column
Over its six-and-a-half years run, the column 
published 59 feature articles,  19 editorial  
essays, and 115 reviews of mathematical 
software packages 
— 31 features 11 editorials, and 41 reviews 
under Barwise,  28 features, 8 editorials, and 
74 reviews under Devlin.

NAMS, May/June 1988, from the title page

In his introductory essay, Barwise declared 
that the goal of the new column was to 
reflect, both practically and philosophically, 
on cases where computers were affecting 
mathematicians and how they might do so 
in the future; to act as an information 
exchange into what software products were 
available; and to publish mathematicians’ 
reviews of new software.

SECTION LAUNCH

Jon Barwise (1942-2000)



Feb 1991: Barwise bows out of “Computers and Mathematics”

…      …      …      …

with farewell reflections and a new journal announcement



Mar 1991: Devlin takes over “Computers and Mathematics”

…      …      …      …

starting with a look to the future (short for the column, long for the computer in mathematics)



Nov/Dec 1994: The column closes down

…      …      …      …



Nov/Dec 1994: The column closes down



1988: Stephen Wolfram’s Mathematica

v1.0 released June 23, 1988



Mathematica launch

Bundled with NeXT



Media interest in Mathematica



Media interest in Mathematica



Teaching calculus with Mathematica

First Mathematica based calculus 
course

Jerry Uhl and calculus students



http://www.mathematica25.com



Experimental Mathematics journal 

established by David Epstein, 
Silvio Levy, and Klaus Peters.

Founders stated goal: The objective 
is to play a role in the discovery of 

formal proofs, not to displace 

them.

“Experimental mathematics” is an 
approach to mathematics in which 
computation is used to investigate 
mathematical objects and identify 
properties and patterns.

Embracing the computer: Experimental Mathematics

First issue published in 1992.



Oct 1992: The Borweins in “Computers and Mathematics”



Oct 1992: The Borweins in “Computers and Mathematics”



2004 2007 2008

Embracing the computer: Experimental Mathematics

Borwein, Bailey, et al



The CompuTer as CruCible
an inTroduCTion To experimenTal maThemaTiCs

JonaThan borwein  •  KeiTh devlin

Embracing the computer: Experimental Mathematics

AK Peters/CRC Press, 2008

1. Symbolic computation using a computer algebra system 
such as Mathematica or Maple 

2. Data visualization methods 

3. Search Web resources, eg. Sloane’s Online Encyclopedia 
of Integer Sequences 

4. Integer-relation methods, such as the PSLQ algorithm 

5. High-precision integer and floating-point arithmetic 

6. High-precision numerical evaluation of integrals and 
summation of infinite series, 

7. Use of the Wilf-Zeilberger algorithm for proving 
summation identities 

8. Iterative approximations to continuous functions 

9. Identification of functions based on graph characteristics

Some techniques of experimental mathematics

THINK – COMPUTE – REPEAT



2009: Wolfram Alpha



Buy it now


